Erin and Leslie with Hendra, Seong-Jong, and Chester excited to set up the lab at UNSW… yes, unpacking all those boxes behind them!

Chester in a sea of packing peanuts
Leslie, Debbie and Erin unpack some of the boxes

How many chemists does it take to move a box??
How many scientists does it take to clean off a countertop??

We’re half-way there!
Hendra unpacking his glassware

Chester vs. the boxes
Girls can build barbeque grills too!

Leslie and Erin by the bbq they put together
Shelli enjoying the Aussie Day festivities!

Leslie and Debbie getting tattoos for Australia Day
Kristen, Leslie and Erin enjoying Australia Day

Trish and Debbie chatting on Australia Day
Analise, Chris, Hendra, Seong-Jong and his fiancée

Australia Day BBQ with the sunset in the background
Yay! The kitties have come home!

US-Oz group dinner with Debbie, Chester, Erin, Kaishin, Leslie, Shelli and Hendra